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where E is the Young’s modulus, ν is the Poisson’s
ratio, R is the mean radius of cylindrical shell, l is the
length and t represent its thickness.
The value of critical axial buckling load Pcr can be
determined by giving values to external pressure and by
minimizing P with regards to various values of mand n.
On the other hand, LBA can be used to predict the
theoretical value for the buckling load that can be
calculated by multiplying the load that was applied to
the structure in static analysisphase P, with the load
factor λcr given by computer program.
When combined actions, in static analysis phase,
thestructureis loaded with acompressiveaxialforce
havingvaluePaxand an externalpressureqext. The program
will provide afactorλ which multiplied byPaxandqextleads
to getting the critical valuesof the twoloadsacting
simultaneously.
The goal of this research is to analyze the
influence ofexternal pressure on the stability of
cylindrical shell under axial compression depending
onitsdimensional characteristics.
The studied models were represented by circular
cylindrical shells of external radius Re= 1734 mm,
length l = 1508 mm, respectively 3016 mm and
thickness t = 3 mm, respectively 4 mm, subjected to
axial compression and external pressure. Material
properties were: the Young’s modulus E = 2.1x105 and
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. The analytical and numerical
results are presented in Fig. 1.

subjected to combined actions. This thing is very useful,
especially
whenstudyingcomplex
structuressuch
asstiffenedcylindricalshellsor
shells
with
geometricimperfections, for which theanalytical
methodis difficult to apply.
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In the present study, the problem of nonlinear
equations arising in Spine Cylindrical Porous Fin with
Temperature Dependent Heat transfer Coefficient and
Emissivity is investigated. The Maxwell equations have
been used, and also Rossel and approximation for
radiation heat transfer and Darcy model for simulating
the flow in porous medium have been adapted. The
governing equations are reduced to a nonlinear ODE.
The fin is supposed to be an insulated tip fin, which is
exposed to a magnetic field. The Collocation Method
(CM) is employed to compute an approximation to the
solution of the system of nonlinear differential
equations governing on the problem. It has been
attempted to show the capabilities and wide-range
applications of the CM in comparison with Homotopy
Perturbation Method and numerical method namely
Boundary Value Problem method (BVP) in solving this
problems. The results reveal that CM is very effective
and simple and can be applied for other nonlinear
problems.

Fig. 1. Analytical and numerical results
Conclusions. Theresultspresented in thisarticle
show thatthe presence ofexternalpressurehasthe effect to
decrease the criticalaxial bucklingload. It can be seen,
also, that an increase inthe wall thicknessof
thecylindricalshellhasthe effect of extendingthe stable
domain, while increasingits lengthmakes this domainto
berestricted.
The resultsobtained withthe finite element
methodare very close to the analytical, which means
that the use ofthe numerical methodcanleadtoaccurate
informationaboutthe behavior of thesestructureswhen
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